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Ab initio theory of the Gibbs free energy and a hierarchy of local moment correlation functions
in itinerant electron systems: The magnetism of the Mn3 A materials class
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(Received 20 December 2018; revised manuscript received 22 March 2019; published 25 April 2019)
We present an ab initio disordered local moment theory for the Gibbs free energy of a magnetic material. Two
central objects are calculated: the lattice Fourier transform of the direct local moment – local moment correlation
functions in the paramagnetic state and local internal magnetic fields as functions of magnetic order. We identify
the potentially most stable magnetic phases from the first, which can include noncollinear and long-period states
in complex multiatom unit cells, and extract higher-order correlations among the local moments from the second.
We propose that these latter entities produce a picture of effective multisite magnetic interactions depending on
the state and extent of magnetic order and discuss its relation to other approaches. We show how magnetic phase
diagrams for temperature, magnetic field, and lattice structure and also magnetocaloric and mechanocaloric
effects can be obtained from this approach. The theory accurately predicts the order of transitions and quantifies
contributions to first-order and order-order magnetic phase transitions from both purely electronic sources and
magnetoelastic effects. Our case study is the apparently frustrated magnetism of the Mn3 A class of materials
in all its cubic, hexagonal, and tetragonal structures. The theory produces magnetic phases and transition
temperatures in good agreement with experiment. We explain the first-order triangular antiferromagnetic to
collinear antiferromagnetic transition in cubic Mn3 Pt as a magnetovolume driven effect, and its absence for
A=Ir and Rh. We also construct the magnetic phase diagram of Mn3 Pt and explore its potential as a barocaloric
material. Finally, we prepare the groundwork for future fully relativistic studies of the temperature dependence
of the magnetism of Mn3 A, including Mn3 Sn, Mn3 Ga, and Mn3 Ge.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.99.144424
I. INTRODUCTION

We live in an age that is increasingly electronic and in
which magnetic materials play a crucial role in technological
applications. Reliable description of temperature-dependent
properties provided by first-principles calculations is necessary to explain fundamental aspects and predict behavior. For
the majority of systems, magnetic atoms host relatively longlived local magnetic moments whose attributes become the
appropriate magnetic degrees of freedom. Incorporating the
effect of thermal fluctuations on these local moments is challenging and typically first-principles approaches are limited to
the study of fully ordered magnetic states at zero temperature.

G1 = −T


n


1
Sn (mn ) + [0 + f (2) ({mn }, εαβ ) + f (4) ({mn }, εαβ )+. . . ]− H · μn m+ Cαβγ κ εαβ εγ κ + σαβ εαβ ,
2
n

where we have split off a noninteracting part, the first term,
from the rest (analogous to the density functional formalism
developed for nonuniform
 classical fluids [1]). This first term
contains the entropy n Sn from a mean field description. In
the remainder 0 is a constant, H is an external magnetic field,
and {μn } are the sizes of local magnetic moments at atomic
sites {n}, which fluctuate over time such that their orientations

*

In this paper, however, we present a ab initio theory of magnetism which considers these thermally fluctuating magnetic
degrees of freedom and which naturally describes the effect
of magnetic exchange beyond pairwise interactions, magnetoelastic coupling, caloric effects for magnetic refrigeration,
and which can identify the potential most stable magnetic
phases. Its task is to carefully describe how the electronic
structure transforms in response to the formation of different
ordered magnetic phases, as well as to lattice deformations,
and how this produces a feedback on the evolution of the local
moments themselves and their interactions.
Our theory’s central outcome is an ab initio Gibbs free
energy of a magnetic material,
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(1)

{ên } are, on average, equal to local magnetic order parameters
mn ≡ ên  (see Eq. (11)). { f (a) } are order a functions of
{mn }, i.e., f (2) describes pairwise correlations between local
moments and f (a>2) higher-order correlations among them.
These functions can also depend on any lattice deformation,
quantifiable by a strain tensor εαβ . The last two terms account
for the cost of mechanical stress σαβ , described in terms of
the fourth rank tensor Cαβγ κ , a generalization of elastic moduli. Crucially, { f (a) ({mn }, εαβ )} are directly abstracted from
first-principles calculations, using a density functional theory
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(DFT) -based disordered local moment (DLM) theory [2],
which we have extended to make the following advances. (1)
For the first time we explain how magnetic correlations in the
paramagnetic state can be used to study complex multiatom
per unit cell lattices and how they enable the potentially most
stable complex magnetic structures to be found. (2) We extend
the theory to account for magnetoelastic effects such that
the ab initio Gibbs free energy is minimized appropriately
to include feedback between magnetic and structural degrees
of freedom. (3) Our theory can accurately find the order of
magnetic phase transitions. We show how it provides two different sources for first-order and ordered-to-ordered magnetic
transitions, one which has a purely electronic origin from the
higher-order local moment correlations and the other arising
from magnetoelastic coupling.
The Mn3 A (A=Pt, Ir, Rh, Sn, Ga, Ge) class of magnetic
materials in all its crystal structures (cubic, hexagonal, and
tetragonal) is chosen as a striking case study. These systems
are challenging tests for our theory owing to their large variety
of phase transitions and magnetic phases, such as collinear
and noncollinear antiferromagnetic states [3–7] and ferrimagnetism [8,9]. The class has high relevance for spintronics
[10–17] and for the fundamental understanding of frustration
[18,19] and spin chirality [20].
The paper is organized as follows. We introduce our DFTDLM theory in Sec. II A. A key part of our work is given
in Sec. II B, where we use a linear response theory for the
fully disordered paramagnetic state and obtain the magnetic
pair correlations in this limit for complex multiatom unit
cells. This establishes a basis to explore potential magnetic
phases that might form at lower temperatures. We then show
how to extract the full hierarchy of magnetic local moment
correlations in Sec. II C. Section III explains how to describe
magnetic properties as functions of temperature, magnetic
field, and lattice structure [21,22]. The physics contained from
the higher-order local moment correlations is elaborated in
Sec. III A. Section III B is devoted to the calculation of caloric
effects at finite temperature. In Sec. IV, we present results for
Mn3 A class of magnetic materials and in Sec. V, we finally
summarize the key theoretical aspects giving conclusions and
outlook.
II. AB INITIO THEORY OF MAGNETIC ORDERING:
DISORDERED LOCAL MOMENTS AND LOCAL
MAGNETIC FIELDS

{ên }, i.e., the local spin polarization. The ergodicity is, in
consequence, temporarily broken [2,23]. τform is also assumed
to be short compared with the time τwave necessary for the
local moments to change their orientations, which has the
scale of h̄/ESW , where ESW is a typical spin wave energy. This
picture is the basis of the disordered local moment (DLM)
theory [2], which we use here. DFT-DLM theory has been
successfully implemented in the past and recent years to study,
for example, the onset of magnetic order in strongly correlated
systems [24] and the heavy rare-earth elements [25], metamagnetic phase transitions in metal alloys [26,27], the magnetic
interactions between rare-earth and transition metals [28,29],
and temperature-dependent magnetic anisotropy [30–33] and
magnetostriction [34].
Consider the grand potential functional of a magnetic
material in the grand canonical ensemble [35],


1
[ρ̂] = Trρ̂ Ĥ − ν N̂ + ln ρ̂ ,
(2)
β
where ν is the chemical potential, N̂ is the electron number operator, and Ĥ is the electronic many-body Hamiltonian which
can include an interaction with external fields. Equation (2)
introduces the probability density operator ρ̂ such that the
expected value of an operator Â is calculated as Â = Tr ρ̂ Â,
where Tr[. . . ] performs the trace operation over all degrees
of freedom. Systems whose magnetism is described well by
the DLM picture enable Tr to be approximated by the explicit
separation of the trace over the orientations {ên } and the
remaining electronic degrees of freedom, that is [2]
(3)
Tr → Tr{ên } Trrest .
By minimizing Eq. (2) with respect to the probability density
and using Eq. (3) a grand potential constrained to a magnetic
configuration {ên } can be formally defined,
1
c ({ên }) = − ln{Trrest exp[−β(Ĥ − ν N̂ )]}.
(4)
β
We emphasize that the directions {ên } are classical quantities
emerging from the many electron interacting system. In the
context of DFT, this means that at short timescales τform
the appropriate magnetization density, μ(r, {ên }), is forced to
satisfy

μn ({ên })ên =
dr μ(r, {ên }).
(5)
Vn

In 1985 Győrffy et al. [2] established the conceptual framework from which density functional theory (DFT) calculations
can be used to describe the formation of local magnetic
moments and their thermal fluctuations. In the context of DFT,
local moments arise from the spin polarization of an electronic
charge density. Consider the magnetic moment formation
process from spin-correlated electronic interactions on the fast
timescale of electron propagation between atomic sites, τelec .
The central tenet is to assume that the orientations of these
moments are slowly varying degrees of freedom that remain
constant over a timescale of τform > τelec . Time averages over
τform , therefore, render the system confined to a phase space
prescribed by a collection of unitary vectors specifying the
orientations of the local moments at each atomic site n,

Equation (5) states that μ(r, {ên }) is such that inside every
region of volume Vn centered at atomic site n there is a total
spin polarization, of size μn , with an orientation constrained
to be along ên .1
The equilibrium magnetic properties of the system are
calculated by carrying out the ensemble averages over {ên }.
Due to the continuous nature of{ên}, we apply Tr{ên } by
performing the integrals Tr{ên } → n d ên . Thus, in equilibrium, every magnetic configuration is appropriately weighted

1
Note that both μ(r, {ên }) and the electron density n(r, {ên }) are
set to minimize a constrained grand potential functional c [ρ̂rest ] =
Trrest ρ̂rest (Ĥ − ν N̂ + β1 ln ρ̂rest ), i.e., for a probability density ρ̂rest,0 =
exp [−β(Ĥ−ν N̂ )]
.
Trrest exp [−β(Ĥ−ν N̂ )]
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[−βc ({ên })]
by the probability P({ên }) =    exp
. The grand
d ên exp [−βc ({ên })]
n
potential is, therefore, formally obtained by performing the
average



1
=
(6)
d ên P({ên }) c ({ên }) + ln P({ên }) .
β
n

From the view of Eqs. (4) and (6), c ({ên }) can be interpreted
as a Hamiltonian governing the local moment orientations
{ên }, which is characterized by the behavior of the rapidly
responsive electronic structure and can be specified for every
set {ên }. The itinerant electron behavior makes the dependence
on {ên } of this object in principle very complicated in metals.
DFT-DLM theory has two conceptual pieces.
(1) Evolution of the local moment orientations. This part
consists in performing the statistical mechanics of {ên } to
obtain the behavior of the interacting electron system at long
timescales. Section II A focuses on this task and establishes
the framework to study the high-temperature fully disordered
regime in Sec. II B and high-order (beyond pair) local moment
magnetic correlations in Sec. II C.
(2) Electronic structure part. The second part refers to
the description at short timescales τform and the formation of
the local moments. The aim is to extract as best as possible
the dependence of c ({ên }) on the local moment directions
required for the first part. The key theoretical quantities are
therefore obtained from DFT calculations constrained to magnetic configurations {ên }. The Green’s function based multiple
scattering theory (MST) formalism (Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker
(KKR) method) [36,37] is a pertinent technology for this task.
In Appendix, we give further details.
A. Mean-field theory and statistical mechanics
of fluctuating local moments

c ({ên }) describes the grand potential when the electron
spin density μ(r, {ên }) is constrained to have a specific orientational structure {ên }, one of huge number of noncollinear
and collinear configurations. It contains interactions among
the local moments and their coupling with itinerant electron
spin effects. Contrary to magnetic insulators, in which the
localized nature of the electrons and their spins usually allows
for a description of their magnetism in terms of a simple
Heisenberg type pairwise Hamiltonian, for metallic systems
the magnetic interactions are in principle more complicated.
As a consequence, c ({ên }) might contain higher-order magnetic interactions. This means that, for example,
c (. . . ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ . . . ) + c (. . . ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ . . . )
−c (. . . ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ . . . ) − c (. . . ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ . . . ),
(7)
which is a calculation designed to yield a two-site interaction,
gives a different value than
c (. . . ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ . . . ) + c (. . . ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ . . . )

interactions between two sites inferred from calculations of
the energy cost of rotating each of their local moment orientations through small angles, by, for example, using the
Liechtenstein formula [38], will depend upon the orientations
of the moments on the surrounding sites. This is a direct
consequence of these multisite effects. Moreover, it is not
tractable to evaluate c ({ên }) from the calculation of many
noncollinear local moment configurations and the construction of large magnetic unit cells. Instead, this paper shows
how to capture these multisite effects by focusing on the
calculation of pair and higher-order local moment correlation
functions following ensemble averaging of c . We construct a
magnetic material’s free energy and consequently follow their
role in magnetic phase stabilization.
By working directly with c ({ên }), the theory presented
here introduces the following trial Hamiltonian as an efficient
strategy to capture the evolution of {ên },

hn · ên .
(9)
H0 ({ên }) = −
n

Essentially, at each magnetic site, the local moment experiences the effect of a local magnetic field hn , set by the
behavior of the many-interacting electrons and establishing
a central mean-field approximation in our approach. hn can
include an external applied magnetic field too if present.
The probability for a configuration {ên } is
P0 ({ên }) =

1
exp[−βH0 ({ên })] =
Z0

Pn (ên ),

n ·ên ]
are single-site probabilities, which
where Pn (ên ) = exp [βh
Z0,n
depend
on
the
direction
and
lengthof λn ≡ βhn , and Z0 =

 
sinh λn
d
ê
Z
=
exp
[λ
·
ê
is the parti0,n
n
n
n] =
n
n
n 4π λn
tion function, We can use now Eq. (10) to carry out the average
over {ên }. For example,



−1
mn = d ên Pn (ên )ên =
(11)
+ coth λn λ̂n ,
λn

which describe the amount of magnetic order at every magnetic site associated with the orientational configurations of
the local moments, i.e., they are magnetic local order parameters. A magnetic phase is fully specified by a particular
set {mn }. For example, the paramagnetic state in which all
magnetic sites are fully disordered corresponds to {mn } = {0},
a ferromagnetic state to {mn } = {mFM }, and a helical antiferromagnetic order modulated by a wave vector q0 = (0, 0, q0 )
applies when mn = m0 [cos(q0 · Rn ), sin(q0 · Rn ), 0)], where
Rn is the position of the nth site.
The Gibbs free energy associated with H0 is given by G0 =
−1
ln Z0 . Since H0 is a trial Hamiltonian, according to the
β
Peierls-Feynman inequality [39,40] an upper bound G1 of the
exact Gibbs free energy G, associated with the Hamiltonian
c ({ên }), is

−c (. . . ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ . . . ) − c (. . . ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ . . . ).

G1 = G0 + c ({ên }) − H0 ({ên })0  G,

(8)
Here arrows represent the local moment orientations for
some simple collinear magnetic moment configuration. The

(10)

n

(12)

where · · · 0 is the ensemble average with respect to the
trial probability P0 ({ên }). Under the presence of an external
magnetic field H, that couples with local moments with sizes
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{μn }, we can write the average


c 0 = int −
μn ên · H = int 0 −
μn mn · H,
0

n

n

(13)
where we have explicitly separated the term accounting for the
coupling with H. After some simple algebra it follows that

G1 = int 0 −
μn mn · H − T Smag .
(14)
n



where Smag = n Sn (mn ) is the magnetic entropy contribution from the orientational local moment configurations, containing single-site magnetic entropies which appear in the first
term of Eq. (1),

Sn (mn ) = −kB d ên Pn (ên ) ln Pn (ên )




sinh λn
− λn coth λn . (15)
= kB 1 + ln 4π
λn
Since the average over the magnetic configurations is taken
with respect to P0 ({ên }), the natural order parameters of G1
are {mn }. To ensure that G1 is minimized with respect to them
so that Eq. (12) is exploited we write
−∇mn G1 = hnint + μn H − hn = 0,
∂[−T S

(16)

]

where hn = ∂mnmag follows from Eqs. (11) and (15). Eq. (16)
defines the internal, local magnetic fields
hnint = −

∂int 0
,
∂mn

(17)

and shows that the equilibrium condition is
{hn = hnint + μn H}.

(18)

Equations (11), (17), and (18) are the central equations describing the magnetic state in equilibrium. From the perspective of Eqs. (9) and (11), hn should be regarded as the effective
field at site n that would sustain the local moment with an
averaged orientation equal to mn . Moreover, the physical
meaning of hnint is given by Eq. (17), which shows that it is the
emerging local magnetic field when the electronic structure
is forced to coexist with a magnetic ordering prescribed by
{mn }, as imposed by the averaging over P0 ({ên }). Hence,
Eq. (18) has a clear physical interpretation: At equilibrium
the total local magnetic field, composed by the addition of
hnint and H, must be identical at every site to the magnetic
field necessary to sustain the local moments whose fluctuating
magnetic orientations are, on average, {mn }.
The Green’s function based KKR-DFT formalism, together
with the coherent potential approximation (CPA) employed
to carry out the averages over the magnetic configurations,
is used to calculate the right-hand side of Eq. (17), and so
extract {hnint } for a chosen input of {mn } [or equivalently
for a chosen input of {Pn (ên )}, which in turn are prescribed
by {λn } = {βhn }, as shown by Eqs. (10) and (11)] [2]. The
theory is designed, therefore, to describe the dependence of
the local magnetic fields on the state of magnetic order. We
finally point out that a simple classical Heisenberg model with
constants {Ji j } would map 
into a linear magnetic dependence
described as hiint ({mn }) = j Ji j m j (see Sec. II C). However,

this simple form is not guaranteed for magnetic materials with
a complicated dependence of the electronic structure on {mn },
as, for example, proven in the past for many metallic magnetic
materials [21,22,28,41]. The Mn3 A class of materials provides
a rich framework to study this as we will show in Sec. IV.
B. Potential multiatom per unit cell complex magnetic phases
from fully disordered local moments

We investigate the formation and stability of different
magnetic phases by calculating the corresponding local fields
{hnint }, emerging from the electronic structure, as functions of
magnetic order {mn }. Studying all possible competing magnetic phases, which can include long-period and noncollinear
states, for example, is however a formidable challenge. The
strategy we follow is based on firstly analyzing the magnetic
correlations in the fully disordered high-temperature paramagnetic (PM) state ({mn } → {0}) and gain information on the
potential magnetic ordered states the PM state might become
unstable to at a lower temperature [2]. In general,
 (2)
Si j m j + higher-order terms,
(19)
hiint =
j

which from Eq. (17) defines the so-called direct correlation
function as the second derivative of int 0 with respect to the
local order parameters in the PM limit, and which comprises
the f (2) ({mn }, εαβ ) component in the square brackets of the
second term in Eq. (1) for the Gibbs free energy,

∂ 2 int 0 ({mn }) 
(2)
Si j = −
.
(20)

∂mi ∂m j
{mn }={0}
The magnetic correlations in the PM state are contained in
Si(2)
j . To examine them we study the effect of applying an
infinitesimally small site-dependent external magnetic field
Hn , which induces small magnetic polarizations {δmn } at each
site n,

δmi =
χi j ({mn })H j ,
(21)
j

where the linear response to the magnetic field application
is described by the magnetic susceptibility χi j ({mn }). Using
Eq. (20) and recalling that hn = hnint + Hn in equilibrium [see
Eq. (18)], we can write


 (2)
β
χi j =
Sik χk j ,
(22)
δi j +
3
k
where we have used that {mn ≈ β3 hn } in the PM limit, as
directly follows from Eq. (11).

∂ 2 G1 
PM
−1
= 3kB T δi j − Si(2)
ζi j = (χ )i j =
j , (23)
∂mi ∂m j {mn }={0}
are the components of the Hessian matrix associated with the
Gibbs free energy G1 introduced in Eq. (14) where the first
term comes from the second derivative of the noninteracting
term of Eq. (1) containing the local entropy. The transition
temperature Tmax below which the PM state is unstable to
the formation of a magnetic phase can be calculated by solving the condition for the magnetic susceptibility to diverge,
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i.e., det (ζ PM ) = 0, which reduces to a calculation of the
eigenvalues {ua } of Si(2)
j that satisfy
Nm

(3kB T − ua ) = 0,

(24)

a=1

where Nm is the number of magnetic atoms in the crystal.
Tmax is found from the largest eigenvalue umax of Si(2)
j ,
Tmax =

umax
.
3kB

(25)

Solving the eigenvalue problem set by Si(2)
j in the real
space is in principle very complicated if there are long range
magnetic correlations, requiring the diagonalization of a high
dimensional matrix as well as the calculation of its components. We instead exploit the crystal symmetry in the PM state
and apply a lattice Fourier transform defined as follows:
1  (2)
S̃ss(2) (q) =
S   exp [−iq · (Rt − Rt  )],
(26)
Nc tt  ts t s
where Nc is the number of unit cells. We have decomposed
each lattice site index i and j into two additional indices,
i → t, s and j → t  , s . We use t and t  to specify the origin
of unit cells, and s and s for indices denoting the atomic
positions within the unit cells t and t  , respectively. Rt + rs is,
therefore, the position vector of the magnetic atom at site (t, s)
such that Rt denotes the origin of the unit cell t and rs gives
the relative position of the sublattice s within that unit cell.
S̃ss(2) (q) and ζ̃ss (q) are square matrices whose components
are functions of the wave vector q. Their dimension is the
number of magnetic positions or sublattices, inside the unit
cell, Nat = Nm /Nc . Note that the shape and components of
these matrices depend on the choice of the unit cell. Lattice
Fourier transforming Eq. (23) gives
(2)
ζ̃ssPM
 (q) = 3kB T δss − S̃ss (q).

(27)

Hence, by applying the lattice Fourier transform, we have
reduced the dimension of the matrix to be diagonalized from
Nm × Nm to Nat × Nat . Thus Eq. (24) becomes
Nat

(3kB T − ũa (q)) = 0,

(28)

a=1

where now {ũa (q), a = 1, . . . , Nat } are the Nat eigenfunctions of S̃ss(2) (q), which depend on the wave vector q and are
obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem
Nat


S̃ss(2) (q)Va,s (q) = ũa (q)Va,s (q),

(29)

s =1

for {s = 1, . . . , Nat }, and Nat eigenvectors of dimension Nat ,
{(Va,1 , . . . , Va,Nat ), a = 1, . . . , Nat }. From Eq. (28), we obtain
ũp (qp )
,
(30)
Tmax =
3kB
where ũp (qp ) is the largest value among all eigenfunctions
{ũa (q)} and values of q. We denote the wave vector at which
this is found as qp .

FIG. 1. Largest eigenvalue of S̃ss(2) (q) of cubic Mn3 Pt vs the wave
vector q for three characteristic directions in the reciprocal space and
for a lattice parameter a = 3.95 Å.

If the temperature is below but close to Tmax the system develops some finite and small magnetic order described by Nat
local order parameters inside a unit cell t, {δmt1 , . . . , δmtNat },
whose directions vary from one unit cell to another following the wave modulation of q. The eigenvector components
{Va,s (q)} of S̃ss(2) , for a given eigenvalue ũa (q), contain the
information of the relative orientations between the Nat magnetic order parameters inside one unit cell t. For example,
if qp = 0 the PM state is unstable to the formation of ferromagnetic sublattices s, i.e., {δmts } do not rotate from one unit
cell to another. Note that {δmts } form a ferromagnetic state
only if all the components of the eigenvector are equal. For
illustrative purposes, in Fig. 1, we show some results obtained
for Mn3 Pt in its cubic structure (Nat = 3), which are described
in more detail in Sec. IV A. An inspection of this figure reveals
that two different magnetic phases compete in stabilization,
corresponding to q = 0 and q = ( 21 , 0, 0) 2π
, where a is the
a
lattice parameter. The components of the eigenvector are
cosines perfectly matching a perfect triangular arrangement
for q = 0. Moreover, these components are (+1, −1, 0) for
q = (0, 0, 21 ) 2π
. While in the first situation the local order
a
parameters do not rotate from one unit cell to another, for q =
(0, 0, 21 ) 2π
the wave vector is on the Brillouin zone edge and
a
so {δmts } completely reverse their orientations when changing
from one unit cell to the next one along the ẑ direction, and
maintain the same orientation when transferred along the x̂
and ŷ directions, as shown in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 2,
respectively. Longer periods occur when qp lies inside the
Brillouin zone.
The calculation of {hnint } and G1 for potential magnetic
phases is guided by firstly studying the magnetic correlations
in the PM state, described by S̃ss(2) (q) [2,42]. We inspect at
which value qp the eigenvalues of S̃ss(2) (q) peak, from which
we identify those magnetic phases to which the PM state
is unstable when lowering the temperature. These magnetic
states are described by the relative orientations between the
local order parameters inside a unit cell, directly given by
the eigenvector components, and by the modulation of qp . If
Eq. (19) and int 0 can be expressed in terms of Si(2)
j [hence
(2)
S̃ss (q)] completely, i.e., local moment direct pair correlations, only second-order magnetic phase transitions can be
found. First-order transitions are produced by higher-order
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reversal). If the magnetic state is isotropic, i.e., neglecting
spin-orbit effects, the second- and fourth-order functions, for
example, are expressed as
1  (2)
S mi · m j ,
(32)
f (2) ({mn }) = −
2 ij ij
f (4) ({mn }) = −

FIG. 2. Magnetic unit cells of the (a) triangular AFM and
(b) collinear AFM magnetic states in cubic Mn3 A. Arrows are used to
indicate the net magnetic moment after performing the average over
the local moment orientations, i.e., the local order parameters {mn }.
Note that for the collinear AFM phase the magnetic sites outside the
pink layers have mn = 0.

correlations, which have not been considered in this section
[ f (a>2) terms in Eq. (1)]. In Sec. II C, we explain their effect
and how to obtain them.
C. A hierarchy of local moment correlations

The motion of the local moments is determined by the electronic structure and so their interactions stem directly from
its complexity. It is therefore unsurprising that in metallic
magnetic materials such interactions cannot be only described
in simple pairwise terms, but must also include interactions
over groups of sites. Many authors in the past have found
theoretical evidence of the existence and importance of terms
beyond a simple Heisenberg picture [43–47]. An indication
of their presence follows directly from the calculation of
effective pairwise interactions which adopt different values
when evaluated from different magnetic states. For example,
different results have been obtained in the ferromagnetic (FM)
state compared to those in the PM state [48,49] and some
antiferromagnetic (AFM) phases [50], as well as significant
differences between PM and ferrimagnetic states [19]. Multispin interactions have been demonstrated to be fundamental
also in thin films, as predicted for the Mn monolayer on
Cu(111) [51] and for an up-up-down-down AFM state formed
in monolayer Fe on bulk Rh(111) [52,53].
As explained, c ({ên }), and therefore int ({ên }), are likely
to have a nontrivial dependence on the local moment orientations. The ensemble average int 0 can be, consequently,
a very complicated function of the local moment magnetic
order parameters {mn } too. We can express int 0 in the most
general form as a sum of terms,
int 0 = 0 + f (2) ({mn }) + f (4) ({mn }) + · · · ,

(31)

where 0 is a constant and f (a) ({mn }) is a ath-order function
of {mn }. These are the functions introduced in Eq. (1). Note
that Eq. (31) remains unchanging under sign inversion of
{mn } as these are axial vectors (they change sign under time

1  (4)
S (mi · m j )(mk · ml ),
8 i jkl i jkl

(33)

where Si(2)
j is the direct local moment pair correlation function
introduced in Eq. (20) and the Si(4)
jkl is the direct quartet
correlation function. Equation (31) shows Si(4)
jkl to be defined
formally as the fourth-order derivative of int 0 with respect
to the local magnetic order parameters. We limit ourselves
here to magnetic isotropic systems for simplicity, although
our DFT-DLM codes are prepared to handle fully relativistic
calculations and so anisotropy effects on f (n) ({mn }) are also
available [54].
To illustrate the effect of Si(4)
jkl and higher-order correlations
we study the dependence of the internal magnetic fields on
{mn } given by Eq. (17) and so rewrite Eq. (19) specifying the
form of higher-order terms,
 (2)
 (4)
Si j m j −
Si jkl m j (mk · ml ) − · · · . (34)
hiint = −
ij

jkl,l>k

Close to the PM phase, the order at every magnetic site is
very small ({mn } → {0}) and the local internal magnetic fields
are, therefore, well described in terms of the Si(2)
j , which
would be the exchange interactions, Ji j for a simple pair-wise
Heisenberg local moment model. However, as magnetic order
increases, by reducing the temperature or applying an external
magnetic field for example, {mn } increase in size and so
higher-order terms become important and must be considered
in Eqs. (31) and (34). In other words, the presence of beyond
pairwise Heisenberg-like interactions among the local moments, {ên }, has the effect of changing the magnetic behavior
as the ordering develops at each site, which is reflected from
a nonlinear nature of hnint in Eq. (34). The meaning of this is
that thermal fluctuations of {ên } at different states of magnetic
order can induce alterations on the electronic structure. As it
spin polarizes, the electronic structure transforms and in turn
affects the magnetic interactions between the local moments,
which is captured by the importance of higher-order direct
local moment correlations, Si(4)
jkl , etc. in the free energy. This
itinerant electron effect can underly the origin of first-order
magnetic phase transitions [21].
Calculation of higher-order correlations. We can obtain
(2)
(2)
Si={ts}
j={t  s } from S̃ss (q) and for a set of q’s using the lattice
transform in Eq. (26). The method to calculate Si(4)
jkl and
higher-order terms, moreover, consists in producing many
ab initio local field data {hnint } for different selected values
of {mn }. We propose a function for the nonlinear terms in
Eq. (34) exploiting the symmetries of the magnetic states
under study. This results in a reduced number of constants
that compactly contain all significant and relevant higherorder terms. Then a least squares fitting is performed into
the proposed function to test it and to extract the constants.
A crucial point is to thoroughly scan the magnetic phases of
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interest and verify that constants are not over fitted, which in
turn determines the function proposed [21,22,27,28].
To illustrate this we present here the case of a simple fer(2)
(2)
romagnet, i.e., {mn = mFM } with S̃s=1s
(q) being
 =1 (q) ≡ S̃
of dimension Nat = 1. Equation (34) then becomes
hiint

+

(2)
SFM
mFM

where
(2)
SFM
= S̃ (2) (0) =


j

=

(4) 2
−SFM
mFM mFM

Si(2)
j ,

(4)
SFM
=

− ··· ,



Si(4)
jkl .

(35)

(36)

jkl,l>k

The function to be fitted is the right-hand side of Eq. (35). The
calculation of hnint as a function of mFM is therefore sufficient
(4)
, and higherto determine the fitted function and so extract SFM
order terms. The generalization of this procedure to more
complicated magnetic states is used for the noncollinear AFM
and other magnetic phases in Mn3 A class of materials. In
Sec. IV, we will show in which systems high-order terms are
important.
III. FREE ENERGY MINIMIZATION: MAGNETIC PHASE
DIAGRAMS AND CALORIC EFFECTS

Our DFT-DLM computational codes directly provide the
first derivative of int 0 , i.e., the local fields {hnint } and the
direct pair local moment correlation functions S̃ss(2) (q), respectively (Appendix). By repeating the calculation of these
quantities at different lattice structure values, the magnetic
interactions can be obtained as functions of the lattice deformation in order to account for a magnetoelastic effect,
(4)
i.e., S̃ss(2) (q, εαβ ) (or Si(2)
j (εαβ )), Si jkl (εαβ ), . . . , where εαβ is
the strain tensor [55]. Importantly, we obtain self-consistent
KKR-DFT potentials at different values of εαβ . The dependence of the local moment sizes on the lattice deformation,
{μn (εαβ )}, and its effect on the magnetic interactions, is
included in consequence.
To obtain our central expression given in Eq. (1), we add
to Eq. (14) the terms 21 Cαβγ κ εαβ εγ κ and σαβ εαβ , which are
the simplest elastic term describing the dependence of the
total energy on εαβ and the effect of stress application σαβ ,
respectively. Cαβγ κ can be expressed in terms of the inverse
of the compressibility or the shear and Young’s modulus, for
example, and can be calculated from DFT calculations or
directly taken from experiment.
Once S̃ss(2) (q, εαβ ), Si(4)
jkl (εαβ ), and higher-order terms are
obtained, G1 can be computed from direct application of
Eq. (1). At this point a trivial numerical minimization of G1 is
performed to obtain the equilibrium properties. We construct
magnetic phase diagrams by calculating and comparing G1 of
magnetic structures of interest. The magnetic ordering {mn }
that globally minimizes G1 is considered as the most stable
phase at every point in the diagram, defined at different values
of the temperature and other parameters, such as the strength
of an external magnetic field and lattice structure values.
A. Electronic and magnetoelastic origin
of fourth-order coupling

We focus on the situation in which such a magnetoelastic
effect has a significant impact on the leading direct pair

correlations only and assume a linear dependence due to small
deformations,
(2)
Si(2)
j (εαβ ) ≈ S0,i j + αi j εαβ ,

(37)

(2)
where S0,i
j are obtained for some reference value of the
relaxed lattice structure in the PM state, and αi j are constants
describing the magnetoelastic coupling. To illustrate the effect
of αi j , we proceed to minimize Eq. (1) with respect to εαβ .
For simplicity we restrict ourselves to study a mechanical
system under application of a hydrostatic pressure p, and
so set 21 Cαβγ κ εαβ εγ κ = 21 V0 γ ω2 and σαβ εαβ = pV0 ω, where
V0 is the volume of the unit cell, γ is the inverse of the
compressibility, and ω = (V − V0 )/V0 is the relative volume
change. From ∂G1 /∂ω = 0, we obtain
⎞
⎛

1
1
ω= ⎝
αi j mi · m j − p⎠,
(38)
γ 2V0 i j

which substituted into Eq. (1) gives




pαi j
1
(2)
S0,i
mi · m j
G1 = −T
Sn (mn ) + 0 −
−
j
2 ij
γ
n
−

1  (4)
S (mi · m j )(mk · ml ) − h.o.
8 i jkl i jkl


−

ij

αi j mi · m j
8V0 γ

2
−


p2V0
,
γ

(39)

where h.o. stands for higher-order local moment correlations.
Hence, a magnetoelastic coupling αi j in general produces a
fourth-order contribution to the free energy, of biquadratic
form, to add to the fourth-order term of electronic origin
Si(4)
jkl . In general, both contributions can be present and so
be the driving factor of a first-order PM-ordered and/or any
ordered-to-ordered magnetic phase transition. For example,
we have shown that Si(4)
jkl play a crucial role on phase stabilization in the heavy rare earth elements [21] and some
gadolinium intermetallics [28], and that both Si(4)
jkl and αi j are
essential to explain the origin of first-order PM-to-triangular
AFM phase transitions in Mn-based antiperovskites [22,41].
In Sec. IV A, we will show how these two sources contribute
to the pressure-temperature magnetic phase diagram of Mn3 Pt
and that Si(4)
jkl and higher-order correlations are in general
present in Mn3 A.
B. Caloric effects

Caloric responsive materials show a substantial change
of their thermodynamic state when an external field of
some sort is applied and/or removed [56–58]. Depending
on the external stimulus triggering the change, the effect
is called magnetocaloric (MCE) [59], barocaloric (BCE)
[60,61], electrocaloric (ECE) [62,63], elastocaloric (eCE)
[64], and toroidocaloric (TCE) [65–68], for magnetic field,
hydrostatic pressure, electric field, uniaxial/biaxial stress, and
toroidic field, respectively. Note that the BCE and eCE effects are particular cases driven by mechanical stresses, often
referred to as mechanocaloric effects. Magnetic refrigeration
based on the exploitation of one or multiple caloric effects
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has become a widely investigated technology and promises to
be an environment friendly and more efficient alternative to
gas-compression based devices at room temperature [56,57].
The magnetic refrigeration community, however, has little
guidance from theoretical research and its scientific advances
are often heuristic in nature. The DLM theory presented here
is designed to naturally evaluate from first-principles entropy
changes at finite temperatures. Crucially, the capability of
the approach to characterize the order of the transitions as
well as to predict and locate tricritical points make the theory
suitable to identify optimal cooling cycles from constructed
phase diagrams [22,26,27].
In general, a caloric effect is quantified by the isothermal
entropy change, Siso , and the adiabatic temperature change,
Tad , induced in the thermodynamic conjugate of the external field applied and/or removed. Our DLM theory can
directly provide the total entropy as a function of the state
of magnetic order, as well as the dependence on temperature,
magnetic field and crystal structure. It naturally predicts the
entropy changes due to 
the orientational disorder of the local
moments, Smag = ( n Sn ), from Eq. (15) [69]. We can
also estimate the entropy change from alterations of the electronic density of states, supporting and generating the local
moments, by using the Sommerfeld expansion [70]
Selec =

π2 2
k T n({mn }, EF ),
3 B

(40)

where the electronic density n({mn }, EF ) is given at the Fermi
energy and depends on the state of magnetic order. We label
this contribution electronic entropy, and due to the nature of
the timescale separation between slow varying local moment
orientations and fast underlying electronic motions, it is formally captured within the internal energy
int 0 = Ē − T Selec ,

(41)

where Ē and Selec are the DFT-based energy and electronic entropy averaged over local moment configurations [27,71]. Of
course, the entropy change Smag + Selec is entirely electronic
in origin. While Smag captures the contribution from the longlived local moments emerging from the interacting electrons,
Selec captures that from the remaining faster electronic modes.
Following the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, it would
be reasonable to consider the lattice vibrations to fluctuate
on the slowest timescale τvib
τmag
τelec . Under these
circumstances it should be possible to use the same ideas
developed for the magnetic fluctuations and expand the theory
to incorporate the effect of the vibrational fluctuations. Such
a theory could address the entire magnetophonon coupling at
finite temperatures. Here, however, the atomic positions are
fixed and this effect is not taken into account. We follow
an alternative and simpler approximation to incorporate the
effect of the lattice vibrations via the implementation of a
straightforward Debye model, defining the vibrational entropy
as [56,72]
Svib



 3  θD
T
θ
x3
T
− TD
dx ,
= kB −3 ln(1 − e
) + 12
θD
ex − 1
0
(42)

where θD is the Debye temperature, which can be obtained
from experiment or other first principles sources [73]. The
presence of this term acts purely as a thermal bath or reservoir
to exchange entropy with the electronic and magnetic degrees
of freedom. Hence, in our approach, the total entropy is
directly given as
Stot = Smag + Selec + Svib .

(43)

This is the central equation in our method for the calculation
of caloric effects. For example, under the presence of an
external magnetic field that varies as H = H0 → H1 , we
compute the isothermal entropy change from
Siso (T, H0 → H1 ) = Stot (T, H1 ) − Stot (T, H0 ).

(44)

Similarly, we obtain the adiabatic temperature change by
solving the equation
Stot (T, H0 ) = Stot (T + Tad , H1 ).

(45)

In addition, mechanocaloric effects can be estimated by the
calculation of thermal responses caused by the change of the
lattice structure, triggered either by application of a hydrostatic pressure or a mechanical stress,
Siso (T, ε0αβ → εαβ ) = Stot (T, εαβ ) − Stot (T, ε0αβ ) (46)
Stot (T, ε0αβ ) = Stot (T + Tad , εαβ ),

(47)

where ε0αβ and εαβ stand for the strain tensor before and after
the stress application, respectively. From these equations the
theory is able to provide field-tuned and multicaloric effects
involving magneto- and mechanocaloric responses [22,27].
Conventional/inverse caloric effects, in which cooling is
based on adiabatic demagnetization/magnetization when an
external magnetic field is removed/applied can be modeled by
our approach. Some examples in which inverse caloric effects
are present are the off-stoichiometry FeRh system [27,74,75],
the FIM-AFM transition in doped Mn2 Sb compounds [76,77],
the noncollinear magnetism in Mn5 Si3 [78], and the metamagnetic magnetoelastic transition in CoMnSi [79,80].
IV. TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENCE OF FRUSTRATED
MAGNETISM IN MN3 A

The Mn3 A family of itinerant magnetic materials shows a
very rich range of magnetic phases [81] which are currently
intensively studied for their AFM [17,20,82] and ferrimagnetic (FIM) [14–16,83–85] properties, and potential for spintronic applications. The element A can be one among many
(Pt, Ir, Rh, Sn, Ga, Ge). Three distinct lattice structures crystallize depending on the element A, namely cubic for A=Pt, Ir,
Rh being a transition metal, and hexagonal for A=Sn, Ga, Ge,
and tetragonal for A=Ga, Ge. Despite the different electronic
structures produced by the different elements A, a common
trait is that the Mn atoms are positioned such that triangular
and pyramid atomic connections are formed in all systems
[see Figs. 2, 6, and 8(a)]. Evidently, this situation is likely
to generate geometrically frustrated AFM interactions. For
example, noncollinear AFM triangular states arise from the
formation of Kagome-type lattice planes in both the cubic and
hexagonal lattices [20], whilst the tetragonal systems show
collinear FIM [8,19,86]. The material that perhaps exhibits
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the most intriguing frustrated magnetism is cubic Mn3 Pt, in
which the high-temperature collinear AFM phase has been
observed experimentally to have an apparent zero net magnetization at some Mn sites [5–7]. It is a challenging test of our
DLM theory to provide an explanation for this apparent oddity
as well as the disparate magnetic properties of the other Mn3 A
systems.
We perform comprehensive DFT-DLM calculations to
study the effect of thermal fluctuations on all observed magnetic phases in Mn3 A, which contain complex multiatom sublattices per unit cell, and how the spin-polarized electronic
structure consequently reacts to the change of magnetic order
and its link to frustration. As the temperature is raised, fluctuations of the local moment orientations increase. If the magnetic interactions permit, the theory can model fully frustrated
magnetic sites in which there is no net spin polarization after
averaging over all possible directions, although the local moment size is yet stabilized by a local exchange splitting. In our
theory, this situation is described by the magnetic local order
parameter of the corresponding sublattice being zero (mn =
0). This is a key aspect to describe the magnetism of Mn3 A and
something inaccessible by standard zero-temperature DFT
calculations constrained to describe fully ordered magnetic
states ({mn = 1}).
For each material, we follow the methodology explained
in Sec. II. We calculate the direct correlation function in the
reciprocal space S̃ss(2) (q), describing the magnetic correlations
in the PM state, and identify the potential magnetic phases that
can stabilize. This calculation is then used together with the
more detailed study based on the local magnetic fields {hnint }
sustaining the local moments at different magnetic orderings.
Section IV A focuses on the situation in which A is a transition
metal. In Sec. IV B, we study the magnetism when A=Sn, Ge,
and Ga. Results for the triangular AFM state in the hexagonal
structure, and the FIM state in the tetragonal structure, are
shown in Secs. IV B 2 and IV B 3. We use lattice parameter
values directly taken from experiment.

A. First- and second-order magnetic phase transitions
in cubic Mn3 A (A=Pt, Ir, Rh)
1. Experimental properties

When A is a transition metal Mn3 A crystallizes into the
Cu3 Au-type cubic structure, where the Mn atoms are located
at the face centers and A atoms occupy the corner positions.
Whilst Mn3 Ir and Mn3 Rh show a second-order transition from
the PM state to a triangular AFM state [Fig. 2(a)] [87,88],
Mn3 Pt shows a second-order collinear AFM-PM transition
when cooling through TN = 475 K [Fig. 2(b)] [5–7,87]. The
corresponding magnetic unit cell of the collinear AFM phase
is twice (and so tetragonal) the crystallographic unit cell. Sites
with nonzero net moment form AFM planes, indicated by pink
layers in the figure, stacked perpendicular to the c axis and
modulated with a wave vector q = (0, 0, 0.5) 2π
, where a is
a
the lattice parameter. The local order parameters describing
this state, therefore, completely invert their orientations from
one layer to the adjacent ones. The Mn atoms with vanishing
net local magnetic order sit in layers staggered between the
AFM planes.

TABLE I. Application of the theory to cubic Mn3 A (A=Pt, Ir,
Rh). The table shows the lattice parameters used for each material,
taken directly from experiment, and theory results for local moment
sizes, and Néel transition temperatures TNtheo , which are compared
with experimental values TNexp .

Mn3 Pt [5]
Mn3 Ir [87]
Mn3 Rh [88]

aexp (Å)

μMn (μB )

TNtheo (K)

TNexp (K)

3.87
3.82
3.81

3.47
2.83
3.41

≈790
1300
1400

475
960
850

Mn3 Ir and Mn3 Rh do not exhibit another transition and
so their triangular AFM state remains stable at lower temperatures. However, reducing the temperature further down to
Ttr = 365 K [6,7] in Mn3 Pt triggers an additional first-order
transition from the collinear to the triangular AFM state. An
important observation is that the transition temperatures of
Mn3 Pt change significantly under pressure application with
reported values as dTN /d p = −70 K/GPa and dTtr /d p =
140 K/GPa [6]. A hydrostatic pressure of pc ≈ 0.3 GPa is
in consequence enough to completely destroy the collinear
AFM order and a unique PM-triangular AFM phase transition
is found for p > pc , hence suggesting the presence of a
considerable magnetovolume coupling. This is in line with
the phenomenological magnetic phase diagram for pairwise
interactions constructed by Shirai et al. [89] to investigate
the itinerant magnetism of Mn3 Pt. In this work, the authors
suggested that the change of magnetic interactions induced
by applied pressures, i.e., a magnetovolume coupling, can
produce the magnetic phase transitions observed in Mn3 Pt.
We will show that indeed a magnetovolume coupling is the
primary origin of this transition.
2. High-temperature regime and magnetovolume coupling

We firstly inspect the direct correlation function in the PM
limit to see if the triangular AFM state for Mn3 Rh and Mn3 Ir,
and the collinear AFM state for Mn3 Pt, are the potential
stable magnetic phases. Since the crystallographic unit cell
contains three Mn atoms, S̃ss(2) (q) is a 3 × 3 matrix with
three eigenfunctions {ũi (q), i = 1, 2, 3}. We carried out DFTDLM calculations for the three magnetic materials at their
respective experimental lattice parameters in the PM state.
Local magnetic moments with sizes decreasing as μMn(Pt) >
μMn(Rh) > μMn(Ir) established at each Mn site. In Table I, we
show these values and the experimental lattice parameters
used in the calculations.
Figure 3(a) shows the largest eigenvalue of S̃ss(2) (q) along
the direction (001) in the reciprocal space. We explored the
q dependence of S̃ss(2) (q) and verified that there are no other
potential magnetic phases, as illustrated for Mn3 Pt with a =
3.95 Å in Fig. 1. Figure 3(a) shows that there are two competing q points corresponding to q = 0 and q = (0, 0, 0.5) 2π
.
a
Pleasingly, we have found that the eigenvector components
are in direct agreeof S̃ss(2) (q) at q = 0 and q = (0, 0, 0.5) 2π
a
ment with the magnetic order found in experiment. For q =
(0, 0, 0.5) 2π
they adopt the shape of (++0), i.e., the collinear
a
AFM state that stabilizes in Mn3 Pt [Fig. 2(b)], and for q = 0
the components are cosines which describe the triangular
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FIG. 3. Largest eigenvalue of the direct correlation function
along the (001) direction in the reciprocal space for (a) Mn3 Pt
(red squares), Mn3 Ir (blue crosses), and Mn3 Rh (turquoise stars) at
experimental lattice parameters (see Table I), and (b) for Mn3 Pt for
a range of lattice parameters.

arrangement that stabilizes in the three materials [Fig. 2(a)],
i.e., (1, − 21 , − 21 ). Note that the first two components refer to
Mn atoms positioned within the pink layers in Fig. 2(b), i.e.,
at (0.5 0 0.5) and (0 0.5 0.5), while the third refers to the
site with no net local magnetic moment orientational order, at
(0.5 0.5 0), in units of lattice parameters. Remarkably, results for Mn3 Pt are in sharp contrast to Mn3 Ir and Mn3 Rh
[Fig. 3(a)]. Whilst the peak at q = (0, 0, 0.5) 2π
, corresponda
ing to the collinear AFM state, is strongly suppressed for
Mn3 Ir and Mn3 Rh and the triangular structure is therefore
the stable state as found in experiment, for Mn3 Pt both q = 0
have similar eigenvalues and so similar
and q = (0, 0, 0.5) 2π
a
stability. In Table I, we show the second-order transition
temperatures obtained from the largest eigenvalues of S̃ss(2) (q),
and their comparison with experiment.
Since both triangular AFM at q = 0 and collinear AFM
are close in energy in Mn3 Pt, further
at q = (0, 0, 0.5) 2π
a
analysis focused on the magnetovolume coupling and the
effect of higher-order local moment correlations is required
for this material (see Secs. II C and III). First, we investigate
the magnetovolume effect by repeating calculations at different volumes, self-consistently including the effect of local
moment magnitude change on the magnetic correlations. We
obtained a linear dependence as μMn = (3.47 + 3.3 V
)μB for
V0
Mn3 Pt, where V0 and V are the volume of the unit cell and
its relative change.
Figure 3(b) shows that the competition between the
collinear and triangular AFM states can be strongly controlled by changing the volume, i.e., the lattice parameter
a, indicating the presence of a large magnetovolume effect.
For increasing values of a, Mn3 Pt’s paramagnetic correlations
increasingly favor the collinear AFM state. In fact, for a =
3.95 Å the maximum eigenvalue of S̃ss(2) (q) peaks at q =
and the PM state is, therefore, unstable to the
(0, 0, 0.5) 2π
a
formation of the collinear AFM phase. The absence of this
state for A=Ir and Rh evidently is caused by the lattice
contraction from the presence of these transition metals. Note
that the experimental lattice parameters of these two materials are significantly contracted compared to Mn3 Pt. The

int
int
FIG. 4. Absolute value of the internal fields, htri
and hcoll
, for
the triangular (red squares) and collinear (blue stars) AFM states as
functions of magnetic order and for a range of lattice parameters.

paramagnetic correlations in Mn3 Ir and Mn3 Rh thus strongly
favor the triangular AFM state. This is further confirmed
from the results shown in Sec. IV A 3, where we calculate the
contribution from higher-order correlations and complete our
finite temperature study of Mn3 Pt. After minimizing the free
energy, we obtain a critical value of the lattice parameter ac
such that structures with a < ac show a single PM-triangular
AFM second-order phase transition for Mn3 Pt. We find that
the collinear AFM state is not stable in Mn3 Ir and Mn3 Rh
even for expansions around ac .
3. Lower-temperature regime and the magnetic
phase diagram of Mn3 Pt

We now use our DFT-based DLM theory to calculate the
internal magnetic fields {hnint } as functions of the local order
parameter, extract the higher-order local moment correlation
functions and produce the free energy. Here the triangular
AFM phase is formed by local order parameters forming 120◦ ,
and so a single size mtri associated with each of the three Mn
sites describes this magnetic state. Similarly, by symmetry the
magnitudes among {mn } at sites with nonzero net magnetic
moment are the same for the collinear state, that we label as
mcoll . They have opposite directions as shown in Fig. 2(b). We
int
int
define htri
and hcoll
as the absolute values of the effective fields
sustaining the local moments for the triangular and collinear
AFM states, respectively. In Fig. 4, we show their dependence
int
exhibits a linear
on mtri and mcoll . Importantly, while hcoll
int
dependence, htri
shows a more complicated behavior with
a negative effect from higher than linear order coefficients.
From this fact it directly follows that high-order local moment
correlations S (4) cannot stabilize the triangular state and trigger the first-order AFM-AFM transition at lower temperature,
which reinforces the idea that the magnetovolume coupling is
the dominant factor of this transition.
The free energy G1 per formula unit (three Mn’s and one Pt
atoms) accounting for the effect of a hydrostatic pressure p is
given from Eqs. (1) and (39) as
G1 = 0 + f (2) (m1 , m2 , m3 ; ω) + f (4) (m1 , m2 , m3 ; ω)
1
+ V0 γ ω2 + pωV0 − T (S1 (m1 ) + S2 (m2 ) + S3 (m3 )),
2
(48)
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where the compressibility γ has been taken from experiment
with a value 111 GPa [6]. We follow the procedure explained
int
int
in Sec. II C and fit the internal fields htri
(mtri ) and hcoll
(mcoll )
for different unit cell volumes and for the magnetic phases
of interest and their dependence on volume. We find that the
eight data points in Fig. 4 for each curve can be very well
fitted by

(2)
(4)
+ αtri ω) = (192 − 1086ω) meV and Stri
= −80 meV
(Stri,0
for the triangular state. From Eqs. (31)–(34), the internal
energy becomes

3 (2)
3 (4) 4

2
int 0 
= 0 − Stri
(ω)mtri
− Stri
mtri ,
{mi }tri
2
4


(2)
2
int 0 
= 0 − Scoll
(ω)mcoll
,
(50)

(2)
(4) 3
int
= Stri
(ω)mtri + Stri
mtri ,
htri

where {mi }tri/coll means that the local order parameters are
set to describe the triangular/collinear AFM states. We stress
again that whilst the triangular state has three nonzero local
order parameters inside the cell, the collinear state has only
two. This is due to the site with zero net magnetization, which
we refer to as the third magnetically disordered sublattice, i.e.,
m3 = 0 for the collinear AFM state. Following the procedure
explained in Sec. III A, we now minimize G1 with respect to
ω analytically and write from Eqs. (48) and (50) that

αtri 3 2
p

mtri − ,
ω
=
{mi }tri
V0 γ 2
γ

αcoll 2
p

m − ,
(51)
ω
=
{mi }coll
V0 γ coll γ


where αtri = i j αtri,i j and αcoll = i j αcoll,i j . Substituting
Eq. (51) into Eq. (48) gives

{mi }coll

(2)
int
= Scoll
(ω)mcoll ,
hcoll

(49)

(2)
(4)
(ω) and Stri/coll
are compact forms of pair and
where Stri/coll
quartet local moment correlations for the magnetic phases
(2)
(2)
under study. We remark that Stri
(ω) and Scoll
(ω) are directly obtained from the volume-dependent largest eigenvalues of S̃ss(2) (q; ω) at their respective values of q, i.e.
(2)
(2)
Stri
= max{ũa (0)} and Scoll
= max{ũa ((0, 0, 0.5) 2π
)} (see
a
Sec. II B). The fitting of Eq. (49) is therefore used to ex(4)
(4)
tract Stri
only, confirming that Scoll
= 0 and that higherorder terms are negligible. Both collinear and triangular states
have been found to follow a good linear dependence on ω
(2)
(2)
for the pairwise contribution only, Scoll
= (Scoll,0
+ αcoll ω) =
(2)
(202 − 324ω)meV for the collinear state, and Stri
(ω) =



G1 

{mi }tri



G1 

{mi }coll




2 
1 (2)
pαtri 2
3 (4)
3αtri
4
mtri −
S +
mtri
= 0 − 3 Stri,0 −
− T (S1 (mtri ) + S2 (mtri ) + S3 (mtri )) − p2V0 γ −1 ,
2
γ
4 tri
2V0 γ


2
1 (2)
pαcoll 2
1 αcoll
= 0 − 2 Scoll,0 −
mcoll −
m4 − T (S1 (mcoll ) + S2 (mcoll ) + S3 (0)) − p2V0 γ −1 .
2
γ
2 V0 γ coll

Hence, the magnetovolume coefficients {αtri , αcoll } give rise
to fourth-order contributions that in principle can trigger the
first-order AFM-AFM phase transition. This is indeed what
we have found in our calculations after minimizing Eq. (52)
at p = 0 at different temperatures. We find the first-order
AFM-AFM transition to occur for lattice parameters a > ac =
3.93 Å, from which both transition temperatures exist with
TN > Ttr . Below this value the collinear AFM state is entirely
suppressed and a single second-order triangular AFM-PM
transition occurs. TN ≈ 800 K for a > ac , somewhat higher
than the experimental value of 475 K [5–7]. Notably, our
DFT-DLM approach correctly predicts the two triangular
and collinear AFM orderings as the most stable phases and
explains the occurrence of the first-order transition as a magnetovolume driven effect.
To construct the pressure-temperature magnetic phase diagram we firstly choose a reference lattice parameter for the
PM state that best describes the p = 0 state, i.e., aPM = 3.98 Å
3
). This sufficiently expands the unit cell to stabilize
(V0 = aPM
the collinear AFM state at high T and gives a temperature
span for its stability of TN − Ttri = 125 K, which agrees well
with the experimental value after rescaling with our higher
TN . We show in Fig. 5 the ab initio magnetic phase diagram
obtained. For increasing values of p, Ttr rises and eventually
reaches a tricritical point (A) at pc = 0.33 GPa, remarkably
close to the experimental value [6]. At higher values p > pc

(52)

the collinear AFM order disappears at all temperatures. Our
method is able to distinguish between second- and first-order
phase transitions, which we indicate with continuous and
dashed lines in the figure. Moreover, the volume change at
Ttr and p = 0 is ω = 0.6%, significant but somewhat below
experimental findings (2.4%).
4. On the deficiencies of the collinear AFM state

To describe vanishing magnetic order from fluctuating
local moments on sublattices at the third sites in the collinear
AFM phase, we have kept m3 = 0 even at temperatures well
below TN . However, in the limit of approaching T = 0 K
all magnetic sites should be fully ordered at every magnetic
phase, i.e., {mn = 1}. This means that some net magnetic
order should develop at the third site at intermediate temperatures, even if the triangular state was not stabilized. This is
something that was pointed out by Long [18], who noted the
deficiencies of such a collinear AFM state. He thus proposed a
new magnetic structure compatible with a modulation of q =
(0, 0, 0.5) 2π
and with nonzero magnetic moment densities at
a
every magnetic site. To study this effect we have calculated
the local magnetic fields for magnetic phases in which only
the third magnetic site has nonzero magnetic ordering, {m1 =
m2 = 0, m3 = 0}, in both FM (q = 0) and collinear AFM
(q = (0, 0, 0.5) 2π
) modulations. From this calculation, we
a
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FIG. 5. Ab initio pressure-temperature magnetic phase diagram
of Mn3 Pt. The color scheme encodes the relative change of volume
with respect to the PM state, ω. Thick black lines indicate first-order
(solid) and second-order (dashed) magnetic phase transitions and
letters in brackets link to panels of Fig. 2. A tricritical point (A) with
pc ≈ pexp
c [6] is marked.

can investigate at what temperature this site begins to develop
net spin polarization when embedded in an otherwise PM
environment, i.e., we study the effect from the leading secondorder coefficients in the free energy. In both cases, we find
that the electronic interactions set a nonzero magnetic order at
the third site only for temperatures around 100 K or below.
These values are very small compared with the transition
temperatures and so strongly indicate that the collinear AFM
state as described in Fig. 2(b) should persist down to Ttr .
In addition, we also show that the magnetovolume coupling
produces the leading quartic coefficients in the interacting part
of free energy G1 [Eq. (1)]. Thus, as the temperature decreases,
the triangular AFM phase stabilizes before m3 = 0 occurs for
the collinear AFM state. As suggested by Hirano et al. [90],
however, further measurements are necessary to corroborate
the nature of the collinear AFM phase. We finally remark
that our analysis adds to the findings from Kota et al.’s DFT
calculations [91].
5. The barocaloric effect of Mn3 Pt

We finish this section by evaluating the BCE in Mn3 Pt
to demonstrate how caloric effects are accessible from the
theory. We follow a similar procedure as performed in our
work for the elastocaloric effect in Mn3 GaN [22]. After
inspecting Fig. 5, clearly the largest thermodynamic changes
occur around the first-order AFM-AFM phase transition Ttr at
p = 0. For increasing values of p the transition loses its firstorder character and so the associated entropy change becomes
smaller. We calculate the total entropy difference above and
below Ttr using Eq. (43), as well as Eqs. (15) and (40). For the
corresponding phases the local order parameters are mcoll =
0.495 and mtri = 0.431, respectively. From this it follows that
the magnetic contribution is small, Smag = 2 J kg−1 K−1 .
Moreover, Selec is negligible owing to the tiny change of
the density of states at the Fermi energy between these
two phases. Despite adiabatic temperature changes being

FIG. 6. Hexagonal magnetic structure of Mn3 A (A=Sn, Ga, Ge).
Magenta arrows are along the local magnetic order parameters {mn },
and z indicates the height with respect to the ĉ lattice direction. The
figure shows the structure for the ideal case of a fully compensated
triangular state.

potentially large due to the large value of dTtr /d p, the isothermal entropy change is small meaning that Mn3 Pt is not a good
candidate for magnetic cooling based on hydrostatic pressure
application, unlike the Mn-based antiperovskites [22,41].
B. Mn3 A (A=Sn, Ga, Ge): hexagonal and tetragonal structures
1. Experimentally observed properties and published
theoretical calculations

At high-temperatures Mn3 A (A=Sn, Ga, Ge) can crystallize into the hexagonal DO19 -type structure shown in Fig. 6
[4,8,9,11,92–94]. Equidistant layers containing both Mn and
A atoms, preserving the formula unit proportion, are stacked
perpendicular to the c axis. Owing to the presence of geometrically frustrated AFM interactions, a triangular AFM order,
as illustrated by the arrows in the figure, forms in experiment
below a Néel temperature that spans around 400 K depending
on the choice of A, as indicated in Table II [8,9,11,92–94].
Much interest for these systems is driven by the fact that a
strong anomalous Hall effect (AHE) has been experimentally
observed for all three materials (A=Sn, Ga, Ge) [95–97], as
well as by the demonstration from purely symmetry arguments that spin-polarized currents can be induced owing to
the noncollinearity [17]. Contrary to chiral FM structures with
a nonzero out-of-plane component, in which the AHE can be
driven by a real-space topological effect [98,99], in co-planar
chiral antiferromagnets with local magnetic moments lying
within the basal plane the AHE is generated by the spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) [82]. The hexagonal family Mn3 A shows a
SOC that distorts the triangular arrangement, generating a
weak nonzero net magnetization [3,4,93,100]. These systems
have been in consequence focus of extensive theoretical work
based on T = 0 K ab initio calculations in order to evaluate
their potential to induce large Hall effects and study possible
triangular configurations [10,20,82,101].
Moreover, on annealing for long periods of time the hexagonal Mn3 Ga and Mn3 Ge phases, at low temperature, they
transform into the tetragonal DO22 phase shown in Fig. 8(a)
[8,9,81,86]. This structure contains two nonequivalent atomic
positions denoted as 2b and 2d. The magnetic phase that
stabilizes is in sharp contrast with the triangular AFM state
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TABLE II. Application of the theory to hexagonal Mn3 A (A=Sn, Ga, Ge). The table shows the lattice parameters taken directly from
(2)
(4)
(6)
and higher-order local moment correlations, Stri
and Stri
, and Néel transition
experiment, and results for local moment sizes, direct pair Stri
exp
theo
temperatures TN . The latter are compared with experimental values TN . The given errors are extracted from a least squares fitting of the
ab initio calculations.

Mn3 Sn
Mn3 Ga
Mn3 Ge

Ref.

a = b (Å)

c (Å)

TNexp (K)

TNtheo (K)

μMn (μB )

(2)
Stri
(meV)

(4)
Stri
(meV)

(6)
Stri
(meV)

[92,93]
[8]
[9,11,94]

5.66
5.40
5.36

4.53
4.35
4.32

420
470
365

495
586
486

2.98
2.65
2.43

131.2
152.0
127.4

−80 ± 2
−61.5 ± 0.4
−68 ± 2

59 ± 2
19.5 ± 0.4
46 ± 4

observed in its hexagonal counterpart. It is a ferrimagnetic
(FIM) state in which in a unit cell two of the Mn magnetic
local order parameters point in one direction and the remaining along the opposite. These directions are indicated by
magenta and blue arrows in the figure and are associated with
the 4d and 2b positions, respectively. The magnetism here
is collinear so that spintronic properties from noncollinear
and chiral AFM are not present [20]. However, the FIM
phase has a high Curie temperature and a low net magnetic
moment. This together with the fact that epitaxial films can
be grown to achieve high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
have made these systems very appealing for spin transfer
torque applications set in small and thermally stable designs
[14,15,83,84,102–104].
A consistent temperature-dependent study of hexagonal
and tetragonal Mn3 A, although highly desirable, is still missing. In this section, we address this by applying our DLM
picture without SOC and so study the consequences of thermal fluctuations on magnetic frustration and magnetic phase
stability. The results obtained can be used as a starting point
for subsequent studies, which include relativistic effects and
are pitched at uncovering subtle SOC effects on electronic and
magnetic structure at finite temperatures.
2. Application of DLM theory to hexagonal
Mn3 Sn, Mn3 Ga, and Mn3 Ge

The first step is to calculate the direct correlation function
S̃ss(2) (q) and obtain the most stable magnetic phases. For the
three hexagonal materials Mn3 Sn, Mn3 Ga and Mn3 Ge under
study, local magnetic moments with similar sizes established
at each Mn site. In Table II, we give these values as well as
the lattice parameters used, taken from experiment. Since the
crystallographic unit cell of the hexagonal Mn3 A contains six
magnetic positions, S̃ss(2) (q) is a 6 × 6 matrix. Figures 7(a)–

7(c) shows the largest eigenvalue of S̃ss(2) (q), max{ũa (q)},
corresponding to the most stable magnetic phase, against the
wave vector inside the Brillouin zone. For the three materials,
it peaks at q = 0. This means that the magnetic unit cell
matches the crystallographic unit cell and so there are no
rotations of the local moment directions from one cell to
another. An inspection of the eigenvector components gives
the relative orientations between the six local order parameters
inside one magnetic unit cell. For the three systems, these
components perfectly match cosines of angles describing a
fully compensated triangular state as shown in Fig. 6. The
eigenvector is, for example, (1, − 21 , − 21 , 1, − 12 , − 21 ), where
the first three components correspond to Mn atoms at z =
0.25 and the next three at z = 0.75. After examining the q
dependence of S̃ss(2) (q) thoroughly we did not find signatures
of q = 0 phases that would be more stable, i.e. the magnetic
correlations that are precursors of the triangular state are the
strongest. Importantly, in striking contrast to cubic Mn3 A
(A=Pt, Ir, Rh) here we found that the eigenvalue of S̃ss(2) (q)
at q = 0 is consistently the largest for different unit cell
volumes, and therefore magnetoelastic effects are not relevant.
We now model the triangular AFM state at lower temperatures. This firstly requires that this magnetic state is described
in terms of the local order parameters {mn }, which describe
the magnetic order of the triangular AFM phase in Fig. 6.
Since this state is fully compensated, the six vectors {mn } in
the unit cell have the same length and only differentiate by
in-plane rotations of 120◦ . Lowering T does not change their
orientations and induces an identical increase of their magnitudes only. Hence, the entire magnetic state is characterized
by one common local order parameter size that we label as
mtri . Evidently, the effective fields {hnint }, given in Eq. (17),
int
have the same length htri
at each Mn site too. In Fig. 7(d), we
int
show the DFT-DLM calculation of htri
as a function of mtri for

FIG. 7. Dependence of the largest eigenvalue of S̃ss(2) (q) for hexagonal (a) Mn3 Sn, (b) Mn3 Ge, and (c) Mn3 Ga. The results are given for
three characteristic directions within the Brillouin zone through the  point. (d) Strength of the local field against the local order parameter
for the three studied materials, Mn3 Sn (black circles), Mn3 Ga (light blue stars), and Mn3 Ge (magenta squares). Continuous lines are the fitted
functions of Eq. (53) using the data points.
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A=Sn, Ga, and Ge. Although small, there is a clear deviation
from a linear dependence for increasing mtri , which explicitly
indicates that higher-order local moment correlation effects
are significant (see Sec. II C). Indeed, we have found that the
local field data is very well fitted for every choice of atom A
by
int
htri

=

(2)
Stri
mtri

+

(4) 3
Stri
mtri

+

(6) 5
Stri
mtri ,

(53)

(2)
is directly determined from the largest eigenvalue
where Stri
(2)
of S̃ss (q), which corresponds to the triangular AFM state,
(2)
as Stri
= max{ũa (q = 0)}. We remark that we have used ten
data points, shown as single points in Fig. 7(d), to fit the two
(4)
(6)
constants Stri
and Stri
. Their values are tabulated in Table II,
and the fitted functions are shown in Fig. 7(d) as continuous
lines.
(2)
(4)
(6)
As explained in Sec. II C, Stri
and {Stri
, Stri
} are, respectively, compact forms of direct local moment correlations for
the magnetic state under study, which is the triangular AFM
(4)
(6)
state in this case. Stri
and Stri
describe the feedback between
the spin-polarized electronic structure and the increase of
magnetic order. Their calculation from the data of Fig. 7(d)
directly provides the magnetic material’s free energy from
Eqs. (1), (17), and (31),
(2) 2
(4) 4
(6) 6
mtri − 41 Stri
mtri − 16 Stri
mtri − T Sn (mtri ),
G1 = 0 − 21 Stri

(54)
per magnetic site n. Minimizing Eq. (54) with respect to mtri
(4)
(6)
yields mtri itself as a function of T . The values of Stri
and Stri
obtained are negative or small so that the triangular AFM-PM
transition at TNtheo has been found to be of second order, in
agreement with experiment. Remarkably, the theory correctly
captures trends and magnitudes of TN for different choices
of atom A in line with experimental findings as shown in
Table II. Interestingly, from Fig. 7(d), we observe that Mn3 Sn
and Mn3 Ge have a similar behavior in qualitatively significant
contrast compared with Mn3 Ga. The main differences are the
int
at small values of mtri for Mn3 Ga,
higher gradient of htri
(2)
leading to the larger values of both TNtheo and Stri
, as well
as the different concavity around mtri ≈ 0.8 as a direct conse(4)
(6)
quence of the presence of Stri
and Stri
. These higher-order
components are significant in hexagonal Mn3 A, and with the
consequence that any effective pairwise interactions between

local moments calculated for different magnetic states will
adopt different values.

3. Application of DLM theory to tetragonal Mn3 Ga and Mn3 Ge

The tetragonal structure shown in Fig. 8(a) can be equivalently described as a bcc lattice with four atoms per unit
cell. One Ga atom is positioned at (0, 0, 0) and three Mn
atoms at rMn1 = (0, 0, 1/2), rMn2 = (1/2, 0, 1/4), and
rMn3 = (0, 1/2, 1/4). The last two atomic positions are
equivalent and associated with the 4d site, while the first Mn
position corresponds to the 2b site. Similarly to the Cu3 Autype case in Mn3 Pt, the direct correlation function S̃ss(2) (q)
in the bcc basis is a 3 × 3 matrix with three eigenfunctions
{ũi (q), i = 1, 2, 3}. In Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), we show the largest
value among these functions for relevant directions inside
the Brillouin zone. We remark that we consistently obtained
magnetic moment sizes μ1 > μ2 = μ3 , as observed experimentally [8,102] and in agreement with other first-principles
calculations [16]. From Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), we can see that
the peak is at q = 0 and that there are no other competing
modulations. From Eq. (30), we calculate the FIM-PM transition temperature to be TtrGa = 995 K and TtrGe = 814 K. Since
in experiment the material transforms into the hexagonal
structure with increase in temperature before going through
Ttr , our results cannot be directly compared. Our data is in
agreement with literature, however, because the structural
transition occurs below our transition temperature predictions
for Mn3 Ga [8] and the extrapolated value for Mn3 Ge, 920 K
[102].
The eigenvector components obtained for the maximum
eigenvalue after diagonalizing S̃ss(2) (0) are (−0.614, +0.558,
+0.558) and (−0.587, +0.573, +0.573), for Mn3 Ga and
Mn3 Ge respectively. These describe the FIM phase with Mn
atoms at 4d sites developing identical local order parameters
being antiparallel to the atom at position 2b. The different
values among the eigenvector components indicate that Mn1
develops an average local magnetization higher than Mn2 and
Mn3 , i.e.. m1 > m2 = m3 . This becomes more evident after
studying how the local fields behave if identical amount of
local magnetic ordering is imposed at all sites, which we
prescribe by a quantity labeled as m, that is m = m2 = m3 =
−m3 . Indeed, Fig. 8(d) shows that hnint (m) at Mn1 is slightly
larger compared with Mn2(3) .

FIG. 8. (a) Ferrimagnetic unit cell of tetragonal Mn3 Ga and Mn3 Ge. Magenta and blue arrows are used to indicate “up” and “down” local
order parameter orientations. [(b) and (c)] Wave vector dependence of the largest eigenvalue of S̃ss(2) (q) for Mn3 Ga and Mn3 Ge. Results are
shown for four characteristic directions from the  point to special points on the Brillouin zone boundary. (d) Absolute values of the local
fields for the two nonequivalent sites, associated with Mn1 and Mn2 (Mn3 ), against the local order parameters when m = m1 = m2 = −m3 .
Lighter and wider lines are used for Mn3 Ga and Mn3 Ge, respectively.
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TABLE III. Quadratic and higher-order terms as given in Eq. (55) for the FIM state of tetragonal Mn3 Ga and Mn3 Ge. The lattice parameters
are taken from experiment [8,9,86,102]. The given errors are extracted from a least squares fitting of the ab initio data. The table also shows
the magnetic moment sizes and transition temperatures obtained.
FIM state in tetragonal Mn3 A
A

a (Å) c (Å)

Ga
Ge

3.91
3.81

7.10
7.26

μ1
2.32μB
2.19μB

quadratic terms (meV)

μ2 = μ3 TtrA (K)

S1(2)

2.02μB
1.56μB

9.60 118
12.7 110

995
814

S2(2)

higher-order terms (meV)

S3(2)

S1(4)

S1(6)

S2(6)

S3(6)

S4(6)

−131.5
≈0
54 ± 2
47 ± 2
16.0 ± 0.6 −10.8 ± 0.7
−99.56 −27.6 ± 0.8 36.3 ± 0.9 35.6 ± 0.8 11.0 ± 0.3 −7.9 ± 0.3

We fit the local field DFT-DLM data, {hnint }, in order
to extract the first derivatives of the internal magnetic energy int 0 with respect to the local order parameters
via Eq. (17). We have used the data points shown in
Fig. 8(d) as well as many other magnetic configurations comprising {m1 = −m1 ẑ, m2 = m3 = 0}, {m1 = 0, m2 = m3 =
m2 ẑ}, and {m1 = −m1 ẑ, m2 = m3 = m2 ẑ}, for mixed magnetic orderings ranging as m1 (and/or m2 )=0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10, which thoroughly samples the
{mn }-space for the FIM state. In total, there were 216 data
points to fit, which we found to be very well described by just
five correlation function quantities in


int 0 = − 21 S1(2) m12 − 21 S2(2) m22 + m32


− S3(2) m1 · (m2 + m3 ) − 14 S1(4) m24 + m34




− S1(6) m13 · m23 + m33 − S2(6) m12 m24 + m34


− S3(6) m1 · m25 + m35 − S4(6) m15 · (m2 + m3 ). (55)
The quadratic terms {S1(2) , S2(2) , S3(2) } are directly extracted
from the calculation of the direct correlation function
S̃ss(2) (q). The higher-order terms, compactly contained in
{S1(4) , S1(6) , S2(6) , S3(6) , S4(6) }, are only important to numerically
capture small deviations of a nearly linear dependence of
{hnint }, as it can be seen from Fig. 8(d). The multisite local
moment interactions that are inferred from these quantities
for tetragonal Mn3 A, as also proposed by Khmelevskyi et al.
[19], have only a small effect on the FIM phase and in
consequence the FIM-PM phase transition is predicted to be
of second-order. We show the results in table III. The free
energy expressions and Eq. (55) for both Mn3 Ga and Mn3 Ge
are identical in form and the sizes of constants are also similar.
In particular, S1(2) is very small compared with S2(2) and S3(2) .
This means that the net magnetic polarization at site 2b arises
as a slave effect from the stronger and leading local magnetic
ordering at sites 4d. This is underpinned by the large value
of S3(2) , whose negative sign captures the AFM nature among
interactions between both sites. We also remark that the higher
transition temperature for A=Ga is a direct consequence of
the larger values of S2(2) and S3(2) , which links to the temperature from which 4d begins to develop a net local magnetic
order.
We finish this section with a discussion of geometrically
frustrated magnetism. To this end, we analysed in more detail
the direct local moment – local moment correlation function
S̃ss(2) (q). We found that parallel alignment of m2 and m3
is energetically preferable and compatible with a picture of
magnetic interactions that do not show frustration effects.

We therefore concluded that tetragonal Mn3 A should not be
regarded as a magnetically frustrated system. Our findings
are in agreement with a major theoretical work on pairwise
interactions carried out by Khmelevskyi et al. [19].
V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND OUTLOOK

We have presented an ab initio theory for the Gibbs free energy of a magnetic material containing direct pair- and higherorder local magnetic moment correlation functions, and their
dependence on the lattice structure, from magnetically constrained DFT calculations. The essence of our approach is
to describe the dependence of the electronic structure on the
magnetic order and lattice deformations, as well as to evaluate
the impact of the electronic response has on the magnetism
itself.
Potential stable magnetic structures at lower temperatures
are identified by studying the instabilities of the PM state.
We achieve this from the lattice Fourier transform of the
direct local moment – local moment correlation function
S̃ss(2) (q) and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. As an important
contribution, the formalism presented in this paper has been
extended to study materials with complex multiatom unit cells
and long-period magnetic structures. A central step of our theory consists in the calculation of internal local magnetic fields
{hnint } sustaining the local moments as function of magnetic
order {mn }, which we use to extract the effects of higherorder correlations among the local moments. Magnetic phase
diagrams containing first- and second-order magnetic phase
transitions and tricritical points for temperature, magnetic
field and crystal structure are obtainable. Importantly, we
quantify the contribution to terms in the free energy which
are fourth-order with respect to the local moment magnetic
order parameters from both a magnetoelastic effect as well
as from a purely electronic source. The method is also designed to calculate isothermal entropy changes and adiabatic
temperature changes, which we use to evaluate caloric effects
at magnetic phase transitions and hence the best refrigerating
performance of a magnetic material from its phase diagram’s
features.
We have studied magnetic materials in the family Mn3 A,
currently attracting much interest for spintronic applications.
Their rich spectrum of magnetic phases, including noncollinear and collinear AFM and ferrimagnetic states, sets
a challenging test for our ab initio theory to explain their
temperature-dependent properties and magnetic frustration.
For all cubic, hexagonal and tetragonal crystal structures we
firstly calculated S̃ss(2) (q). Our calculations are in excellent
agreement with experiment: we predict the stabilization of
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the triangular AFM state for the cubic and hexagonal lattices,
the ferrimagnetic state for the tetragonal lattice, as well as a
collinear AFM phase for the cubic Mn3 Pt, which competes
in stabilization with the triangular AFM state. The values
and trends of transition temperatures obtained are in very
good agreement. We then performed many calculations of
{hnint } to follow the development of magnetic order at lower
temperature, captured the effect of multisite local moment
interactions for all systems from higher-order local moment
correlation functions, and produced phase diagrams.
The most striking results reported are for Mn3 A with cubic
structure. Results of S̃ss(2) (q) obtained for cubic Mn3 Rh and
Mn3 Ir are in stark contrast compared with those for Mn3 Pt.
The theory directly links the instability of the collinear AFM
phase to the pair correlation functions, which strongly favor
the triangular AFM state in Mn3 Rh and Mn3 Ir and produce
similar stability of both collinear and triangular AFM states in
Mn3 Pt. Notably, we have provided the origin of the first-order
phase transition between the triangular AFM and collinear
AFM states in Mn3 Pt as a magnetovolume driven effect,
and its absence in Mn3 Ir and Mn3 Rh. We constructed the
temperature-pressure magnetic phase diagram of Mn3 Pt and
obtained the same features as in experiment: compression
destroys the collinear AFM order and eventually a single
second-order PM-triangular AFM phase transition is observed
after crossing a tricritical point. We also predict that the
collinear AFM state is stable to low temperatures, hence
ruling out the necessity to invoke other nonfrustrated magnetic
phases as suggested by Long [18]. In addition, by calculating
the isothermal entropy change at the AFM-AFM transition
and inspecting the magnetic phase diagram’s features we
showed that Mn3 Pt is not a good barocaloric material despite
its strong first-order transition.
From this extensive study for all Mn3 A materials, we
have shown that the effect of multisite local moment interactions are not significant in tetragonal Mn3 A and so theoretical approaches based on effective pairwise interactions are
sufficient. However, for the cubic and hexagonal structures
higher-order terms are non-negligible in the triangular AFM
state, and so calculations going beyond a simple Heisenberg
picture must be considered for an accurate description at finite
temperature and different magnetic states. We also showed
that leading magnetic interactions giving rise to the ferrimagnetic state in tetragonal Mn3 A are in overall satisfied and so
this system should not be regarded as a frustrated magnetic
material.
Finally, we stress that our theory can be used within a
fully relativistic scheme so that spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
effects can be taken into account and spin-dependent transport
can be modeled at different temperatures and states of magnetic order [54]. Although our results without SOC capture
the major aspects of the magnetism of Mn3 A, the effect
of the multisite local moment interactions could be crucial
to describe temperature-dependent properties and possible
magnetic phase transitions when relativistic effects are taken
into account, such as the weak FM component observed in
the triangular AFM state for the hexagonal structure, and
transitions between different chiral phases [3,4,93,100]. This
work lays out the groundwork for a future fully relativistic
DFT-DLM investigation of Mn3 A.
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APPENDIX: ELECTRONIC ORIGIN OF THE LOCAL
INTERNAL FIELDS AND THE DIRECT
CORRELATION FUNCTION

Multiple scattering theory (MST) based on the KorringaKohn-Rostoker (KKR) method [36,37] is used to solve the
Kohn-Sham equations in our DFT calculations. The central
quantities of our theory, i.e., the internal fields {hnint } and the
direct correlation function S̃ss(2) (q), are directly given from
characteristic objects of such a formalism, namely the t matrix
t n (ên ) describing a scattering event at site n of an atom,
which can contain a local moment oriented along ên , and
the scattering path operator τ nn describing and connecting a
collection of scatterers [105]. Underlines are used to indicate
matrices in their angular momentum form. The averages over
{ên } are conveniently performed directly from KKR-MST
calculations [105,106] by constructing an effective medium
that produces the averaged behavior of the scattering effects
using the coherent potential approximation (CPA) [105,107].
hnint is expressed as [31]


∂Pn (ên ) ∞
Im
int
hn =
dE f (E ) ln det D−1
d ên
n (ên ),
π
∂mn
−∞
(A1)
where Pn (ên ) is given in Eq. (10), f (E ) is the Fermi-Dirac
function, and

−1


−1
Dn0 (ên0 ) = 1 + t −1
n (ên ) − t c,n τ c,nn

(A2)

is known as the impurity matrix, which is provided by the
construction of the effective medium described by t c,n (ên )
and τ c,nn . S̃ss(2) (q) is obtained by applying the lattice Fourier
transform to the derivative of Eq. (A1) with respect to mn in
the paramagnetic limit [2,42]. In this work, we use a Fourier
transform introduced in Eq. (26) in order to handle complex
multiatom per unit cell structures. This gives

Im ∞
(2)
−

S̃ss (q) = −
dE f (E )Tr(X +
(A3)
s − X s )Iss (q),
π −∞
which is expressed in terms of a convolution integral
 1 
˜ s s (q)τ̃ c,s s (k)
I ss (q) =
dkτ̃ c,ss (k + q)
VBZ
s
˜ ss (q)τ c,ss ,
−τ c,ss 

(A4)

−1
−1
−1
±
stand for up
where X ±
n = [(t n± − t c,n ) + τ c,nn ] , in which
and down directions in a local spin frame of reference where t n
is diagonal, Tr traces over angular momentum numbers, VBZ
+
˜ ss (q) = 1 (X −
is the Brillouin zone volume, and 
s − Xs ) −
2
+
−
X s I ss (q)X s . For further background on the electronic structure part of the problem, we refer the reader to Refs. [2,42].
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